
Calling All Science Journalists and Scientists: Now's
the Time to Counter WEF on Vaccinations
New Myths or Old Myths? Vaccine History is being revised

Ramola D

This week’s Strategic Intelligence update from the World Economic Forum—which Klaus
Schwab tells us wants to make us all cyborgs without agency—focuses on vaccinations and
publishes multiple myths on vaccines, revising history as the CDC does, the pharma
companies do, and the entire megalith of the medical‐school industry run on Rockefeller
and Pharma guidelines do.

There is a lot to unpack here but for science and medical journalists, scholars, and scientists,
this may not be hard to do. I hope to cover this shortly myself in greater detail but not in
this post—this is a subject I have recently started learning and writing a lot more about but
I know there are many journalists and scientists and physicians out there with much
background and study on vaccines, whose voices we all need to hear.

Among the entrenched myths being presented here as counter to Misinformation on
Health and “vaccine conspiracies” are the old canards that vaccines do not cause autism,
that measles, mumps and polio vaccines have contributed to decline in morbidity and
mortality from these diseases, and some new ones, that polio vaccines in Nigeria and Zika
vaccines in Brazil did not cause the sterility and microcephaly now seen to be linked to
them, and more.

CLICK ON IMAGE BELOW TO VISIT THE WEF PAGE:
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In a wide‐front attack on the facts of vaccine history, and in apparent desperation to
reverse the building knowledge worldwide that Vaccines Are Really Not Medicine nor
Health treatments, as my recent report, for instance on the Poisons in Vaccines proves,
WEF here presents several focuses on vaccine history, vaccine “hesitancy,” vaccines and
pandemics, security, and workplaces as well as, interestingly, the “economic and business
implications of vaccination.”

VACCINES ARE HARDLY A TARGET OF MISINFORMATION, WE HAVE TOO LONG BEEN
TARGETED FOR MISINFORMATION ON VACCINES BY THE PHARMA INDUSTRY: They
Have Lied to us About Vaccines in Every Way

I find it interesting also that this little treatise refers to vaccines becoming a “target” of
misinformation, while in point of fact, the poison‐laden and lethal COVID vaccines are
currently targeting people the world over, gifting death and disability in huge numbers in
every country, as many scientists and journalists have noticed, and as anyone looking at the
VAERS database and others recording vaccine injuries and death can tell—not to mention
watching the videos of people, especially athletes, collapsing and dying on the spot after
taking one, two or three doses of the Death Shot.
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David John Sorensen & Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, MD | The Vaccine Death Report: Evidence of
Millions of Deaths and Serious Adverse Events Resulting from the Experimental COVID‐19
Injections

Anna von Reitz/I Told You So: What is Now Known About ﴾Vaccine﴿ Batches: “Deliberate,
Self‐Interested Murder and Maiming for Profit

This is my video report published last week, a first in a series to address the False Promise
of Vaccines:

News Report 7: All Vaccines Carry Poisons, COVID Vaccines Found to Carry Mega Poisons
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I am continuing to read and will report as I read. To me as to all of us who treasure
education over misinformation, truth over lies, facts over propaganda and rationalization, it
is really very simple. There can only be one truth about vaccines as about anything else.

When you find that truth—as many of us have found already—you cannot be “pro‐vaccine”
as the entire misled “liberal Left” and “educated Right” imagine it is possible to be, you can
only be Pro‐Truth and Anti‐Vaccine, if you are Pro‐Health and Pro‐Fact, that is.

Of course if you are Pro‐Lies, Pro‐Propaganda, Pro‐Cover‐Ups, and Pro‐Profit, as the
Pharma industry is, you will stay Pro‐Vaccine in your pinsriped suit forever—but the world is
awakening to Truth today.

If you are a science journalist or scientist with knowledge of true vaccine history, contents,
effects, and dangers, please write an op‐ed, an essay, a counterpoint, make a video, do an
interview ﴾please email me at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net to do a Newsbreak on this
subject if you’d like to be on Ramola D Reports, mention this post﴿—make your voice heard.
We need a chorus of educated voices telling the WEF what Truth is, what Health is, and
what Vaccines are and are not, really.

WEF page again: https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000006DR3hUAG/

And a Schwab‐like paragraph which might inspire you to write to counter this classic
“conspiracy‐theory‐pushing” gobbledygook: ”Many people still believe that vaccines can
cause autism, despite the fact that scientific research has disproven this supposed connection.
New, as yet mysterious phenomena can fuel a flurry of speculation and rumours, as people try
to make sense of complex information ‐ driving a psychological phenomenon known as
aversion to ambiguity. Strong believers in conspiracy theories tend to emerge in these
ambiguous settings and cultivate audiences eager for some kind of explanation. This can take
advantage of the genuine concerns and questions that people often have about vaccines,
including parents being newly exposed to reams of online misinformation.” Please write!
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